
Problems1. Show that the veloity Verlet sheme for integrating Newton's equationsof motion produes idential trajetories to the Verlet sheme.2. Calulate the expeted error in the value of � obtained by Monte Carloapproah on p. 23 when the irle has diameter d and lies within a squareof size l. Show that this error is minimized when d=l = 1Formulate a Markov hain Monte Carlo version of this approah to alu-late �.3. Suppose you wanted to alulate the integral R 10 (1+x2) by MC simulation.(a) What would the standard deviation be for a straightforward alula-tion using M points(b) What would the standard deviation be if you used 1 + x as yourimportane sampling funtion.4. Revision of lassial statistial mehanisConsider a system interating with a pair potential. Its anonial partitionfuntion has the form:Q(N; V; T ) = 1�3NN !Z(N; V; T ) (1)where the de Broglie thermal wavelength is � = (2�mkT=h)1=2 and theon�gurational partition funtion is given byZ(N; V; T ) = Z exp ���V �rN�� drN (2)(a) Show that for an ideal gas Z(N; V; T ) = V N(b) Show that the free energy per partile is given by�AidN = log ���3�� 1: (3)() From this derive the pressure �P (�)(d) Derive an expression for the hemial potential � = (�A=�N)V;T(e) The grand-anonial partition funtion an be written as�(�; V; T ) = 1XN=0 exp [N��℄Q(N; V; T ): (4)Hene, derive the form of grand-anonial partition funtion for anideal gas. As �PV = log[�(�; V; T )℄, then derive an expression forthe pressure of an ideal gas in terms of �. Is this result onsistentwith the results of () and (d)?1



(f) Do the same for the isobari ensemble, where the variables are N , P ,T .(g) For low-density gases, the pressure an be approximated with a se-ond virial oeÆient: �P = �+B2�2: (5)For suh a system what is the exess free-energy de�ned by A =Aid +Aex and the exess hemial potential.5. The heat apaity an be alulated from utuations in the total energyin the anonial ensemble: Cv = 
E2�� hEi2kT 2 (6)However, in NV T MC only the potential energy is alulated. Derive anexpression for the heat apaity in terms of utuations in the potentialenergy.6. Consider a system for whih the energy is a funtion of only one variable(x) and is given by:exp[��E(x)℄ = � 1 0 � x < 10 x < 0 or x � 1 (7)We wish to use Monte Carlo to simulate this system, and onsider twoalgorithms that di�er in the types of moves used.(a) Add a random displaement between [�Æ; Æ℄ to x.(b) Generate a random number � between [1; 1+ Æ℄. With probability of0.5 invert the value of �. Sale x by �.Derive the orret aeptane riteria for both shemes. [One way to hekthat you have got the right answers is to write a short MC program toalulate the average value of x using the above shemes.℄What will happen if the aeptane riterion for (i) is used for (ii)7. Calulate expressions for the tail orretion for the energy and pressurefor a trunated LJ potential.8. Widom insertion is a muh more eÆient method for alulating the exesshemial potential than Widom deletion in whih trial partile deletionmoves are probed. For Widom deletion, derive an expression for the exesshemial potential that is analogous to that for Widom insertion. Suggestwhy Widom deletion is not as eÆient? What happens if one applies it tohard spheres? 2



Computational Exerises1. Write an MC program to simulate the 2D Ising model on a square lattiewith nearest-neighbour ferromagneti interations. Use single spin ips asthe basi MC move.Compute the temperature dependene of the magnitude of the magnetiza-tion, heat apaity and magneti suseptibility. Explore the dependeneof the results on the system size and omment on the trends.Estimate the transition temperature at zero �eld.2. Write either a moleular dynamis or Monte Carlo program to simulate aLennard-Jones uid.Use redued units (i.e. measure energy in �, distane in �, time in (m�2=�)1=2),periodi boundary onditions, a ut-and-shifted potential (inlude tail or-retions) for a system of 108 atoms.If using MD, explore how the time-step a�ets the onservation of energy.If using MC, explore how the aeptane ratio depends on step size.Compute the equation of state of the Lennard-Jones uid at T = 2:0 �k�1and ompare to the equation of state in Johnson et al. (Moleular Physis,78, 591-618 (1993).3. Adapt your 2D Ising program to ompute the free-energy barrier as afuntion of the magnetization using umbrella sampling. (Generating thebiasing distribution is easier for smaller system sizes and the relative freeenergy of the two stable states an be used to hek onvergene.)Explore the temperature dependene of the free energy barrier, and heneagain estimate the transition temperature. Is this onsistent with yourprevious estimates?What is the lowest-energy state with zero magnetization? Hene, al-ulate the free-energy barrier at T = 0. Do your omputational resultsextrapolate to this value?
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